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"Barely a year since ‘The Rising’, Tony Lowe’s ESP Project is back with a new opus called 
‘Phenomena’. 
 
The multi-instrumentalist is back in service and this seems to be a logical sequel to ‘The Rising’. 
With Lowe covering all instruments he continues his vocation as a protean musician. From the 
outset, he seems to be inhabited by the harmonious construction of his compositions, thus giving 
them a colour tinged with melancholy and a certain sadness. 
 
Damien Child covers the vocals on this new album, his vocal range, being a mix between Paul 
Carrack (Mike and the Mechanics) and Ray Wilson, adapts perfectly to Lowe's music here, which is 
slightly less Genesis than in the past. 
 
The atmosphere of Phenomena is not aggressive and is imbued with serenity and tranquillity resting 
on climates of extreme softness. A slight Mike and The Mechanics influence on "Telethesia", and 
Genesis is a natural influence here. 
 
The keyboards are ubiquitous throughout the album without being highlighted, Lowe uses them 
intelligently, knowing how to measure the whole and this album is not over produced. 
The beautiful intro to the sixth track "Living in the Sunrise" (perhaps the most "prog" track) seems 
slightly more impactful but Lowe returns to his fundamentals on the following title "Sleeping Giants" 
which is certainly the deepest and most elaborate composition on the album. 
 
On "Seven Billion Tiny Sparks", Mr Lowe sends us beautiful notes from his six strings, anticipating a 
beautiful melody. This confirms something that has been well established, that Tony Lowe is a first-
rate composer with a keen sense of composition that like his previous albums, this one hides 
treasures that are just waiting to be discovered or rediscovered. While waiting for the continuation 
of live Events, ESP and 'Phenomena'' will allow us to savour all the auditory sweetness. For that 
reason alone, it deserves to be appreciated at its true value because it feels good in these current 
times."  Daniel Sebon  - Amarok Magazine 2021 
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